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1¡ (introduction)

 C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s !  P l e a s e

 read this manual carefully so that you can use this product easy. We try our best

 to make it accurate; errors may still exist in this manual, so

 please tell us your suggestions. specification subject to change without notice.

2¡(features)

long durable time up to 8 hours after full charge

Lithium battery, long battery life

loud-speaker works pretty good

easy to use, can work as mp3 speaker

strong ABS plastic material, make the quilt strong

 and durable

(electric specifications)

    working temperature: 10C¡ -60C¡

Maximum output power: 50 W

frequency Response: 100HZ~13KHZ

Mic sensitivity: -53dBV/Pa¡3dB

battery voltage: DC7.4V

Battery type: rechargeable lithium battery

3¡  ( battery  charge )

Please charge battery if the LED light is dim or off.

Shut off the voice amplifier, and then insert the plug of the power adapter into charge socket of the voice amplifier

plug the power adapter to 110 V  power source

When charge process complete, the LED turn from red to green

To extend the battery life, please charge after the battery is use out

4¡ ( voice  amplifier  wearing )

 

With the attached waistband, you can fix the voice amplifier to your waist in front or back of your body, as shown below

 

You can adjust the length of the waistband, also as shown below
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There  is  a  white  line  on  the

 end  of  microphone,   please 

 Position   against  mouth. 

Roughly 2~3  cm

Attentions  before  wearing

the  Ear-hanging  microphone:

Before  wearing,  please

don't turn on  the  power

and  volume.

5¡( microphone using )

Wear microphone as the figure below

The two hole inside the sponge must aim at your mouth

The suitable distance between the microphone and the mouth is 20~30 millimeter

Insert the plug of the microphone into the right hole of the voice amplifier

To achieve a maximum effect, please choice the microphone we provide

cut in and pull out the plug often may cause a bad connection between microphone and amplifier

6¡ ( begin to use )

Fix the voice amplifier to your body as show before

Wear microphone to your head and insert the plug of the microphone into the voice amplifier

Turn the power switch clockwise, then LED light is lightened, that means the amplifier is working

Turn the volume button clockwise or anticlockwise can increase or decrease the volume

Decrease the volume to avoid noises

7¡ ( battery change )

Don't change the battery by yourself under warranty

The battery we provide can work long time and avoid the damage to the voice amplifier

Be sure that the pole is right when you change the battery

8¡£FAQ££

Question: why the voice amplifier produce so much noise?

Answer: Adjust the microphone and decrease the volume to avoid the noises.

Question: how long is needed for battery charge?

Answer: generally about 3-4 hours is needed for battery charge, temperature and other factors may change the time.

Question: can you tell me the life of the battery, and can l change the battery one year later.

The battery life is about 2-4 year, and it is changeable, please get in touch with us or our dealers.

Question: can you tell me why my voice amplifier can not work now?

Answer: please check: ¢your microphone is inserted into the right hole, ¢the battery is not used out, ¢your voice amplifier is on. Please get

in touch with us or our dealers if you still can solve it by yourself.
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